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WARNING: This post includes documentation of most gruesome scenes at the crime scene.
First published in May 2014, updated in February 2015 

New update 20 February 2015

First-hand information on how the Odessa operation was organized and executed (+18
GRAPHIC)

Update 1 June 2014

A reply to BBC’s Tim Whewell article “Ukraine crisis: Dark new narratives in Odessa“. He
meant that a variety of  “myths” cannot give a factual explanation on the causes of the fire
and who their perpetrators were. And also a rebuttal to the declarations by Sweden’s ex –
Foreign Minister Carl Bildt, who blamed “Russian criminal gangs” for the Odessa incidents.

***

I

This is  a horrifying photo showing, among other,  the Odessa massacre perpetrated by
fascists forces on the 2nd of May 2014:
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Martyr of the fascist Odessa massacre of 2nd May 2014. Composition by Arte deNoli based on a video

II

Below: Young women wrapped with the Ukraine flag prepare cocktails Molotov that will  be
thrown against the  people under siege, and forced locked in the building from outside – to
burn them alive

See it on video in Part VIII down below, position 4:28

III
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This video appeared on YouTube late night on the 14th May 2014 – uploaded by an account of
name Brogorovic Ivan. I happened to be the first one viewing the video, so I shared the link in Twitter.

Soon afterwards YouTube removed the  video.

IV

I posted this on Twitter, May 4th 2014, using all available evidence that had emerged up to that date.
The text refers to the video above.
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V

Beating wounded survivors
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VI

The still video above (see the whole video by clicking the image) shows, among other a)
“Ukrainian activists” finishing up survivors that manage to escape the building on fire, killing
them with  baseball  bats  (man  in  circle  on  the  image);  b)  a  woman who  survived  is
interviewed and confirms that the Ukrainian activists entered the building after set it on fire
throwing some semi-asphyxiated people from the windows. Also explains that among the
death found inside the building, some of them had bullet wounds.

VII

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=TkhJWQ32gSU
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Ukrainian nationalists bring a burning tire to the building

This  still image corresponds to a video posted in YouTube (seems removed), and which has
not got much viewers (only 160 viewers up to this date) despite it was uploaded on the very
2nd of May. The video is call in Russian “В Одессе правосеки штурмуют Дом профсоюзов
02 05 2014 Украина”, which means (free transl.) “Provocateurs storm the Trade Unions
Building in Odessa, Ukraine, 2 May 2014.” The link provided to @Professorsblogg by Anna
Shlyapnikova (@shlyapnikova).

VIII

http://www.youtube.com/watch?feature=player_embedded&v=UpHToBKaFS0
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Click on image above for a seriously documented video-material posted later in YouTube (May 12,
2014). Link to the site (Recommended)

IX

“Bloodbath in Odessa guided by interim rulers of Ukraine”

Two relevant articles on the background of the Odessa bloodbath in Voltaire.org: see this
and this.
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